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Ordered to China
This volume was published in 1903 and
contains letters of Wilbur J. Chamberlin
written from China while under
commission from the New York Sun
during the Boxer uprising of 1900 and the
international
complications
which
followed.INTRODUCTORY NOTE It is
with a degree of emotion which might not
be quite understood by others, that I
undertake the loving duty of writing a few
words of introduction to this most interesting book. It was my privilege to know
Wilbur J. Chamberlin, the author, in all his
walks for many years. The familiar days
and nights spent with him on many a
newspaper field in the United States
demonstrated his courageous, tender,
faithful, and truthful soul. Only those thus
asso- ciated with him could estimate his
marvelous ability, or speak of the esteem
and fondness in which he was held by
newspaper men, statesmen, politicians, and
all sorts and conditions of public men. His
career reflected credit on his colleagues,
whether on the New York Sun or on other
newspapers. This book is made up of Mr.
Chamberlains letters to his wife and sister
while at Peking and other cities in China as
the correspondent of the New York Sim.
They breathe a humor distinctly his own;
they attest uncon- sciously his probity of
purpose; and they give a faithful and
accurate insight into the everyday life and
customs of the people with whom he dwelt
in the Chinese Empire in the troublesome
times which followed the Boxer insurrections. The qualities which make this
book valuable are summed up in the
editorial of the New York Sun of Fri- day,
August i6, 1901, which said: Wilbur J.
Chamberlin, who died on Wednesday at
Carlsbad, was one of the best reporters that
ever served this newspaper and its readers.
His honesty of purpose, modest fidelity,
clearness of vision, and power of graphic
and accurate narrative were manifest in
small things and in great; and the course of
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his duty in the last years of his life brought
him into the presence of some of the most
memorable happenings of the worlds
recent history. Such men are the real
historians. There is no higher journalistic
function than that which Mr. Chamberlin
performed for fourteen years on the Sim
with entire loyalty to his paper and to his
own professional and per- sonal honor.
Edward G. Riggs.
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Great Wall of China - Facts & Summary - There was a mix-up with an item I ordered from China, so the seller sent
me a note and a little gift to tide me over until the correct item arrived. White House china - Wikipedia Chinese media:
Trump ordered strike to overcome accusations that he was pro-Russia By Mark Sumner. Monday Apr 10, 2017 8:37
AM PDT. 2017/04/10 08: Chinas Ordered Society Flashcards Quizlet Chinas customs department has issued an
official order telling trading companies to return their North Korean coal cargoes, said a trading Chinese traders
ordered to return North Korean coal - source Reuters Hi, I ordered a parcel from China with China post air mail. I
have the tracking number. It has arrived in Johannesburg. Does anyone know what : Ordered to China eBook: Wilbur
J. Chamberlain A fleet of North Korean cargo ships is heading home to the port of Nampo, the majority of it fully
laden, after China ordered its trading When was the first official set of china for the White House ordered Divorce
case ordered to be heard in Australia and China. A divorce between a Chinese-Australian couple has exposed the
complexities of property settlements Trump ordered Syria strikes just before dinner with Chinas president
Yangon Region Transport Authority (YRTA) has ordered 1,000 buses, costing US$56,000 each, from China to be used
by the Yangon Bus News for Ordered to China Start studying Chinas Ordered Society. Learn vocabulary, terms, and
more with flashcards, games, and other study tools. Chinese media: Trump ordered strike to overcome accusations
that Daoist belief emphasizes an ordered cosmos, harmonious existence with nature, and heavenly paradise. Together
with Confucianism and Buddhism, it is one of Ordered Intermetallics: Physical Metallurgy and Mechanical
Behaviour - Google Books Result Chinas Citic Bank has won a landmark ruling in a Canadian court, which ordered a
mainland national to comply with a Chinese judgment and Chinese companies ordered to pay Disney $194,000 for
copying The White House china refers to the various patterns of china (porcelain) used for serving and eating food in
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the White House, home of the president of the United States. Different china services have been ordered and used by
different 1,000 Buses ordered from China - Consult Myanmar President James Monroe ordered the first dinner
service created specifically for official use by an American president. Russell & La Farge of Le Harve, France In
landmark ruling, Vancouver homebuyer is ordered to repay SHANGHAI (Reuters) - A Shanghai court ordered
two Chinese firms to pay Walt Disney Co and Pixar more than 1.35 million yuan ($194,440) Businessman from China
investing in Vancouver real estate ordered MANILA- President Rodrigo Duterte on Thursday said he has ordered
the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) to occupy all islands of the Divorce case ordered to be heard in Australia
and China Around 220 B.C., Qin Shi Huang, the first emperor of a unified China, ordered that earlier fortifications
between states be removed and a number of existing walls Air China flight departing Hong Kong veers towards
mountains Chinas Citic Bank has won a landmark ruling in a Canadian court, which ordered a mainland national to
comply with a Chinese judgment and Duterte orders military to occupy PH islands in South China Sea THE
ORDERED INTERMETALLIC RESEARCH IN Dongliang Lin (T.L.Lin) Institute of Materials Science and
Engineering Shanghai Jiao Tong Chinas Tourism Industry Ordered to Monitor, Report on Visitors to Chinese
traders ordered to return North Korean coal, source says It was ordered by air traffic control to immediately
manoeuvre away due to Air China flight 428, expedite climb, terrain ahead, terrain alert Chinese traders ordered to
return North Korean coal - The Medi President Donald Trump ordered the attack against Syria, then sat down to
dinner with visiting Chinese President Xi Jinping at Mar-a-Lago. Trump Ordered Syria Attack, then Ate Dinner with
Chinese President Uyghurs Studying Abroad Ordered Back to Xinjiang Under Threat to A Chinese
businessman accused of disappearing from China after of several multi-million dollar properties has been ordered to
repay the There was a mix-up with an item I ordered from China, so the seller Yangon Region Transport
Authority (YRTA) has ordered 1,000 buses, costing US$56,000 each, from China to be used by the Yangon Bus High
speed ferries ordered for China and Hong Kong operations Close to a year after suing Samsung in both China and
the U.S for allegedly violating its patents on a number of cellular technologies and 1,000 buses ordered from China
Eleven Myanmar Trump chose the minimum option: He ordered the launch of a barrage of cruise missiles against a
Syrian air field. Parcel ordered from China with China post air mail - MyBroadband Beijing - Chinas customs
department has issued an official order telling trading companies to return their North Korean coal cargoes, said a
Divorce case ordered to be heard in Australia and China - John R A divorce between a Chinese-Australian couple
has exposed the complexities of property settlements in ending cross-border relationships. Samsung ordered by
Chinese court to pay US$11.6 million for Uyghur students enrolled in schools outside China are being ordered by
Chinese authorities to return to their hometowns by May 20, with
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